The advantages of cell lysis before blood sample preparation by extraction for HPLC propofol analysis.
Propofol (2,6-diisopropylphenol) is a short-acting drug with a large volume of distribution and high body clearance. It is suitable both for the induction of anaesthesia by bolus injection and the maintenance of anaesthesia by repeated injections or a continuous infusion. Examining the drug concentration its analysis in whole blood is recommended. This results from the fact that propofol molecules strongly bind with plasma proteins and cellular blood constituents and blood composition variations are observed between individuals or in different disease states or resulting from transfusion etc. In most cases the HPLC analysis follows the extraction of samples. The degree of propofol binding with blood cells can be different, depending on the blood type, and it can change in time, which may affect the results of the analysis. The paper discusses and shows the necessity of blood cell lysis before the extraction procedure. The cell lysis makes possible to determine the total amount of propofol in blood independently of the degree of propofol binding with cellular blood constituents and its changes.